Armenian State Institute of Physical Culture and Sport in October 29-31, 2019 is planning to
pass International scientific methodical conference on the theme «The issues of physical education
and sport preparedness».
The essential scientific directions are:
1. The psycho-pedagogical issues of sport preparedness and physical education
2. Social-public, historical and cultural issues of sport and physical culture
3. Medical biological issues of sport preparedness and physical education
The working languages of conference are Armenia, Russian and English.
The articles must be sent up to March 29, 2019

The requirements for the materials are:
1.

2.

3.

on the top in the middle of the page it is printed the title of the material in capital letters, on the
next line the author’s (not more than 3) academic degree, title, name initials, surname fully, on
the next line full names of organization, country, city, afterwards key words of the material (5-8
words) are written with separate paragraph.
material content consists of not less than 3 pages, in MS Word 2007 format, with 1 interval,
using font GHEA Grapalat, in 3 languages, font size 12, the page sides with 2cm distance, paper
size A4 (210-297mm).
the presented materials must reveal the modernization, goal of the issue on study, work problems
and methodology, the analysis of basic results, conclusion and list of literature used in the
article in alphabetical order (note 10 essential sources related to the theme). If the work includes

4.
5.
6.
7.

any link from an author, that author must be included in the list of literature. The links in the text
must be written in brackets.
At the end, by a separate paragraph present the following data: the title of the article, author’s
(not more than 4) initials, surname fully, title, scientific degree, key words (5-8 words) and
abstracts within 70 words in the following order: for Armenian text –Russian and English, for
Russian text – Armenian and English, for English text- Armenian and Russian.
the tables, diagrams, formulas must be inserted in the case of necessity.
the works must not have been published
each work must have recommendation or opinion by the head of the chair,
to present the works at 1 example in electronic version and printed paying for each page 500
AMD - workers of the institute, 1000 AMD - lecturers of other Armenian universities, 2000
AMD for the collection and 10 000 AMD (or 1500 RU) - the lecturers of Universities of CIS
countries. The countries with which ASIPS has an agreement in scientific and educational
fields, the amount of money in not charged for publication of the articles and collection.
Payment is made after the relevant scientific committee positive answer about the work
acceptance:

on the account of the Armenian State Institute of Physical Culture and Sport TIN: 01505821,
Myasnikyan branch of Armeconombank,

ACOUNT NO. 163038103145 (aim- the articles of

the conference), till April 30, 2019 to following address: Yerevan, A. Manukyan 11, room N 8485, tel. 553310/1-17, E-Mail - asipc@yandex.ru
INTERNATIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATIONAL CENTRE

